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BREAKING NEWS Bobcaygeon Road open from Newcastle to Water Street. Bridge still closed.CLOSE X

Playing the blame game
By Neil Campbell
Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:09:05 EDT PM

 BEDAZZLED AND mellowed by the bright sunshine of a Saturday afternoon, in its emptiness
Minden’s main street might be a painting of village tranquility.

Blue sky hovers over a road surface unblemished by time that draws a black line through a
streetscape hiding the truth in the distance. There are no cars to spoil the picture.

The hidden truth is a river turned into a vast pond by risen waters that have been there so
long by now that the little Venice of islanded houses seems almost normal.

Except for an occasional amphibious pickup truck, it might be a still life, of life on hold until
the water goes away, waiting while the dams upstream ration the flow.

Surely there must be somebody to blame. Somebody must have miscalculated. If only
somebody had got it right, all of that Gull River water would be in Lake Ontario by now, or at
least in the Trent Canal.

It is always comforting to believe that our misfortunes are the result of somebody else’s
mistake, a comfort too for politicians and lawyers whose work now will be finding somebody
else to blame.

Managing the Gull River system is 24 hours a day of risk assessment, walking a tightrope
over an inferno of public opinion.   

A letter-writer demands that our MP, Barry Devolin, lead some kind of crusade to punish
somebody, anybody, for what went wrong, to get at the truth of things, as though he wasn’t
part of the problem.

The truth is that if anybody is to blame, it is Devolin’s government, and governments that
came before it, governments that decided the Trent-Severn Waterway could be run on a
shoestring, a shoestring now stretched so thin it finally broke.

Dwindled staffing. Management from afar, by remote control, by computer. Hoping for the
best. Middle management keeping dams past their best-before date from bursting.

And so we blame somebody – we’re not sure exactly who – with no understanding that the
best we can do in managing natural forces is make calculated guesses, make best guesses
based on incomplete information, make best guesses without knowing what will happen next.
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Let the blame games begin. The most popular second guess is that the water managers
should not have kept our lakes so full, though they were pilloried last summer for not having
kept them full enough.

This year they should have paid more attention to the weather forecasts, turned loose the
water they had been saving to keep our lakes from drying up in August.

Weather forecasts? Yet another guessing game, full of imperfect calculations, always
preparing us for the worst. Each January has days where school buses sit idle, wait in the
sunshine for a blizzard that never comes.

Scientists for competing weather services, all trained in the same discipline, arrive at radically
different outlooks. Who do you believe?

Anybody who makes maple syrup depends on temperatures. We know that forecasts twist
and turn and spiral out of control as the forecast day draws near. Best-case scenarios fade
into disappointment. The forecast day that should have produced no sap at all becomes a
reality that gushes with it.

Up and down the line, folks trying to manage the natural world make their best guesses.
Nature is not so easily manipulated.

So folks left to wonder whether their houses are history, to wonder who will salvage their lives
for them, decide the rising tide must all be some big mistake made by somebody somewhere.

Cottagers unable to navigate a washed-out April road to check their docks rage at the
consequences of storing so much water to keep their summer dreams afloat.

And all of them, all of us in Haliburton County, deny some simple truths:

No matter now perfect the calculations, there will always be floods in a village that grew from
a low point in a river valley, as did Minden, as did so many villages born in 19th century
Ontario.

The whole Gull system that exists now is artificial, its lakes giant holding ponds for the Trent
Canal and the summer life on Haliburton’s lakes a mere unintended consequence of that
mission.

Without the holding ponds, Haliburton would be as empty as the rocky uplands in the
counties to the east of us. Without the Trent’s dams, floods would be a regular part of village
life.

Miscalculations are inevitable. Learn from them, but don’t play the blame game. Save your
energy to fix what is broken.
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